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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Entrepreneurs  report  unverifiable  soft  information  to investors.  The  credibility  of  soft  infor-
mation  depends  on  the  entrepreneur’s  reputation  concern.  In equilibrium,  high-talent
entrepreneurs,  who  are  better  at developing  profitable  projects  in  the  future  and  there-
fore have  stronger  reputation  concerns,  signal  their  talents  by  producing  honest  reports
on  current  projects.  We  show  how  probabilistic  third-party  monitoring  of  reporting  qual-
ity changes  some  firms’  reporting  strategies,  which  again  spill over  to the financing  costs
of  firms  not  directly  affected  by  improved  monitoring.  In some  cases,  improved  monitor-
ing of reporting  quality  can  reduce  firms’  reputation  concerns  and  result  in less  efficient
communication  of information.

©  2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Information provided from an entrepreneur to investors, such as sales forecasts or progress reports of investment projects,
contains soft information, which is difficult to verify. The credibility of such reports depends on the sender’s reputation
concerns.

We develop a dynamic reputation model in which an entrepreneur’s reputation and financing terms are shaped by
previous progress reports and outcomes of completed projects. We  show that, in equilibrium, high-talent entrepreneurs,
who are better at discovering and developing profitable projects, signal their talents by producing honest reports on current
projects. Entrepreneurs are willing to take short-term losses associated with making an honest report on bad current projects
if they are compensated by an improved reputation and less expensive financing in the future. Future financing costs are
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most important for high-talent entrepreneurs, and we  examine an equilibrium where only high-talent entrepreneurs make
honest reports on current projects.

Consider, for instance, an entrepreneur managing a biotechnology project. As the project progresses, the entrepreneur
produces reports and investors update their beliefs on how likely the project is to succeed. If it turns out that the project
is less promising than initially thought, the project may  be liquidated and some of the investments are saved. However,
because the entrepreneur and investors often have different incentives, the credibility of progress reports is an important
issue. Even after the outcome of a research project is known, it might be difficult to assess whether the progress reports
were truthful.

To capture the fact that soft information is hard to verify and that entrepreneurs are concerned about their reputations,
we introduce a two-period cheap-talk model with the following main features. The entrepreneurs are heterogeneous and
characterized by their different talents, which in our setting is their probabilities of finding good investment projects. Talent is
constant over time and private information of the entrepreneur. At the beginning of each period, the entrepreneur approaches
potential investors for financing. The investor might be a venture capital (VC) firm offering a convertible debt or a bank
offering a standard loan. After a project is financed, the entrepreneur privately observes whether the project has a high or low
probability of success. Consequently, at this stage, the model contains two types of private information: entrepreneur talent
and the current project’s probability of success. A project with a high probability of success is worth continuing, but one with
low probability of success should be liquidated. The entrepreneur reports the probability of success to investors. However,
if information on success probability is unverifiable, nothing (apart from reputation concerns) prevents the entrepreneur
from misreporting it. The outcome of a project, on the other hand, is verifiable and contractible. The financial market uses
the report and the project outcome to update their beliefs about the entrepreneur’s type.

If the entrepreneur privately observes that the project has a low probability of success, he faces the temptation to
misreport in order to continue the project. On the other hand, if he reports truthfully, he builds a reputation for being
honest which will be associated with high talent in equilibrium.

Low-talent entrepreneurs are less likely to succeed and repay investors in the future, and consequently they are less con-
cerned about building their reputation in order to reduce financing costs.1 In equilibrium, high-talent entrepreneurs signal
their talent by making truthful reports on current projects. This implies that reports on current projects signal information
about the entrepreneurs’ talent.

Our model is related to Choi et al. (2010) which considers preannouncing new products, but differs from it in important
ways. First, to reflect the residual uncertainty prevalent in the context of project financing, we employ a different information
structure and let the final outcome be uncertain even after the firm has obtained private information about the outcome.
Otherwise, the outcome would perfectly reveal whether the firm has misreported or not. More importantly, we  also introduce
imperfect monitoring of reporting quality. This is to incorporate and analyze the effects of regulatory environments in which
misreporting is detected and penalized with a positive probability. For instance, misreporting is detected by both standard
corporate governance actors like investors, the SEC, and auditors, and also nontraditional actors like employees, the media,
and industry regulators (Dyck et al., 2010).

We  derive the following results: (i) Reputation concerns induce high-talent entrepreneurs to report truthfully, while
low-talent entrepreneurs misreport bad projects. (ii) Because financial markets have coarse information about individual
entrepreneurs, they categorize entrepreneurs into different groups based on observable characteristics and past reporting.
Individual entrepreneurs’ reporting strategies spill over onto comparable entrepreneurs’ financing costs. We  investigate the
spillover effects from one entrepreneur’s reporting strategy on other entrepreneurs’ financing costs.

In order to increase the detection probability, several countries have recently improved their legal regulations of firms’
reporting to investors. To explore implications of such regulatory changes, we also conduct comparative statics analysis
investigating the effects of strengthening regulation on truthful reporting. In particular, we investigate how reputation
concerns and public monitoring of reporting quality jointly induce entrepreneurs to report honestly. Better enforcement of
reporting quality has a heterogeneous effect on entrepreneurs’ reputations and financing costs. For instance, better monitor-
ing will induce a larger set of entrepreneur types to report honestly about bad projects, which implies that honest reporting
yields a smaller boost to reputation. More generally, we investigate how improved monitoring changes some firm types’
reporting strategies, and how firm types not directly influenced by improved monitoring face higher or lower financing
costs. Furthermore, we  show that better monitoring may  reduce the disciplinary effect of reputation concerns. In some cases
improved monitoring crowds out reputation concerns, which again implies less honest reporting and possibly less financing
to talented entrepreneurs starting their second project. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that economic surplus may
decrease by better monitoring.

The main branch of the disclosure literature considers a firm that chooses between either truthfully disclosing private
information or not making a disclosure. This literature started with Grossman and Hart (1980), Grossman (1981), and
Milgrom (1981), who developed a “full-disclosure theorem” in a setting where all informed agents know their types perfectly
and disclosure is costless. The assumption that a firm making a disclosure always reports truthfully can be justified in settings

1 In addition to reducing interest rates, reputation can also determine the amount of funds available to the entrepreneur. This is a straightforward
extension of our model in which highly reputed entrepreneurs benefit from lower interest rates as well as from running larger projects. In this way  our
results  carry over to a model of staged financing, where the entrepreneur obtains the next round of financing depending on progress reports.
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